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SIDE ONE 
[21:19] 

PARADE - Ballet 
(based on a story treatment by Jean Cocteau) 

(band 1 - 15:45) 

GYMNOPEDIE No. 1 
(Orchestrated by Debussy) 

(band 2 - 2:28) 

GYMNOPEDIE No. 3 
(Orchestrated by Debussy) 

(band 3 - 3:06) 

SIDE TWO 
(22:04] 

RELACHE — Ballet (instantaneous) 
Part 1 

(band 1 - 12:22) 

Conclusion 
(band 2 - 9:42) 

ERIK SATIE (1886-1925) was one of the odder figures of Music — 
an art which has not been lacking in odd characters and eccentric 
geniuses. Satie’s talents were both multitudinous and many-sided, 
though many of these sides were strangely undeveloped. Critic 
Eric Salzman, in his book Twentieth Century Music, appropriately 
describes Satie as "a remarkable innovator with a great deal of 
genius if little talent.” 

Though Satie's art is at its most convincing in his numerous 
short piano pieces, his literary bent and interest in all the artistic 
movements of his time made inevitable an alliance with such lead¬ 
ers of the avant-garde as Jean Cocteau, Pablo Picasso, Jean Bor- 
lin, Serge Diaghilev, Claude Debussy, Darius Milhaud and others of 
the flamboyant artistic life of the Paris of that era (roughly 1905- 
1925). The two ballets Parade (1916) and RelSche are especially 
representative of Satie’s later style while the Three Gymnop&dies 
(1888) serve as a reminder of his earlier taste for Rosicrucianism, 
plainsong and the musical economy which he deemed of such 
importance all through his life. Debussy in particular was so taken 
with the Gymnopbdies that he orchestrated two of them and, 
though the pieces are sp beautiful one suspects they would have 
become famous even without it, Debussy's subtle orchestrations 
have contributed to their popularity. 

Parade is a satirical treatment by Jean Cocteau of the attempts 
by a small French theatrical troupe to attract public attendance. 
The ballet was first produced at the Theatre du Chatelet in Paris 
on May 18, 1917, with curtain, scenery and costumes by Pablo 
Picasso and choreography by Leonid Massine. 

The overture is played before an "act curtain," a crude, gloomy 
representation of a group of performers awaiting their turn on 
stage. When the curtain rises we see the curtained entrance to a 
circus booth. The French manager stamps slowly to the center of 
the stage, accompanied by a monotonous march in the orchestra. 
He is a remarkable sight: a wooden head and body on human legs, 
a cubistic drawing come to life. Having reached center-stage he 
pauses, then resumes his stamping, grotesque march. A whistle 
blows, the curtains of the booth open and a card is exhibited 
announcing the first attraction. 

This turns out to be a Chinese magician. He enters to another 
pompous march, bows three times and elaborately puts an egg 

Setting by Pablo Picasso for Satie's ballet, "Parade" 

into his mouth, removing it from his shoe-top. The music quickens 
and he leaps across the stage, belching imaginary smoke and fire. 
He causes more flames—also imaginary—to leap from the ground, 
fanning them into a pillar of fire. Suddenly he tires of his act, 
yawns, does his bizarre march about the stage and enters the 
booth. He falls to his knees, flings back his head and the curtains 
close. 

Another manager enters, proclaiming his nationality by his red 
shirt, cowboy boots and the skyscraper on his back. He listens 
sympathetically to the French manager’s denunciations of the 
public for not appreciating the brilliance of the magician and then, 
using a megaphone, shouts the praises of an American dancer. A 
lively two-step is heard, a typewriter clatters in the orchestra, and 
the American dancer bounds in on an imaginary horse. In dizzy¬ 
ing succession she pretends to jump onto a moving train, drive a 
car, swim a river, imitate Charlie Chaplin, drive away a robber at 
gunpoint. She dances to ragtime music, is caught in a storm at 
sea and finally ends up on the seashore tracing figures in the sand. 

Despite this dazzling display the public is unimpressed and the 
dancer gallops away into the booth while the two managers stamp 
their feet in vexation. 

The third manager is a Negro dummy in evening dress. He is 
astride an elegantly mannered horse. The horse does tricks and 
finally leaves in deep disdain as the orchestra breaks into a waltz 
and the card announces the third attraction: acrobats. An airplane 
motor roars in the orchestra and the two acrobats go through their 
routine. More ragtime music introduces the grand finale: the 
French and American managers dance with the American girl, 
the horse cavorts, the Chinese magician bows, and the acrobats 
leap into the air behind them all. 

Still no response from the public. The managers shout, plead, 
and finally realize that the public is already satisfied: having seen 
the coming attractions, they refuse to believe that there can be 
more! It is a misunderstanding of tragic magnitude. The managers 
droop, the American girl tearfully extends her arms, the magician 
accepts the situation with Oriental stoicism and the horse col¬ 
lapses in exhaustion and, while the orchestra plays the fugue of 
the overture, the curtain slowly falls. 

Relache, in terms of ballet, is an intensification of the avant- 
garde, cubistic outlook of Parade. The book for RelSche was sup¬ 
plied by Francis Picabia. Jean Borlin, the director and premiere 
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danseur of the Ballets Suedois (Swedish Ballet) created the cho¬ 
reography. Picabia and Borlin collaborated on the production itself 
and the "Cinematographie Entr'acte” was directed by Rene Clair. 
The first production was in Paris at the Theatre des Champs- 
Elysees on December 4, 1924. 

If the use of film was startling in a 1924 ballet, Satie’s use of it 
was even more so. He was years ahead of the rest of the movie 
industry in his realization of the importance of montage in creat¬ 
ing visual rhythm. Clair’s surrealistic film interlude was treated by 
Satie in a musical manner that was extraordinary — so much so 
that it remains remarkable to this day. He used brief and usually 
banal melodic phrases; he discarded sustained melodic and har¬ 
monic treatment and pinned the remaining snippets together with 
ostinato passages and percussion. 

It seemed at the time as if Relache exhausted the possibilities 
of ballet and Jean Borlin's wild burst of creative energy seemed to 
push iconoclasm to its natural limits. The critical hullaballoo con¬ 
sisted mainly of astonishment and outrage; simple enthusiasm 
was discouragingly absent. The aftermath of Relache was very 
anticlimactic: as the punchline of a disreputable old show-busi¬ 
ness joke goes, "What do you do for an encore?" For Borlin and 
the Ballets Suedois there appeared to be nothing possible after 
Relache and, a few months later, the Ballets Suedois was dis¬ 
banded. Jean Borlin resorted to dance recitals, contracted jaun¬ 
dice during a Brazilian tour, recouped his energies to the extent 
of instituting legal action against his critics but died before the 
case came to trial. 

As a stage piece, Relache is indescribable, so much so that a 
description of its happenings (there is no plot) quite fails to con¬ 
jure up any actual impression of the piece. The curtain rises, 
disclosing a secondary curtain emblazoned with the names of the 
collaborators of the production. The names are transparent, lit 
from behind, and flicker on and off in the manner of neon signs. 
Presently this curtain is replaced by a screen upon which is pro¬ 
jected the first of Rene Clair’s films, a succession of images sug¬ 
gesting the dance. 

When the film has finished, the screen is whisked away and we 
see the wings of a theater — suggested by a vast array of shining 
metal discs. A fireman enters and strolls about the stage, puffing 
a cigarette. A woman in evening dress strolls down the theater 
aisle and onto the stage. She dances and, like the fireman, smokes 
a cigarette. Suddenly eight men in evening dress appear and 
dance with her. One of them carries her away. 

Act Two begins with another film: dancers’ feet, chess-players, 
a sportsman who hits an egg balanced on a water-jet. The egg 
breaks, releasing a pigeon which alights on a man’s hat. The 
sportsman fires at the bird but kills the man instead. A bizarre 
funeral follows. There is a hearse, decorated with hams and 
drawn by a camel; the hearse breaks loose from the camel and 
rolls away at top speed, pursued by relatives. The hearse and 
coffin part company and an urbane Man Of The World emerges 
from the coffin. 

The next scene shows broken lines and posters. The dancers 
appear, take off their dress clothes and, in flesh-colored tights, 
resume their antics as the fireman methodically pours water from 
one bucket to another, finally returning the water to its original 
receptacle. End of ballet. 

Relache, said Picabia, “is life, life as I like it; life without a 
morrow, the life of today, everything for today, nothing for yester¬ 
day, nothing for tomorrow. Motor headlights, pearl necklaces, the 
rounded and slender forms of women, publicity, music, motor¬ 
cars, men in evening dress, movement, noise, play, clear and 
transparent water, the pleasures of laughter, that is Relache . . . 

“Eric Satie, Borlin, Rolf de Mar6, Ren6 Clair, Prieur, and I 
have created Relache a little in the same way that God creates 
life. There are no scenes, no costumes, no nudity, only space, 
space in which our imagination loves to roam.” 

— Robert Jones 
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SATIE: Piano Music —Volume I. Trois Morceaux en 
forme de poire; Trois Gymnopbdies; Heures secu- 
laires et instantanGes; Trois Nocturnes; others. Aldo 
Ciccolini, piano. S-36482 

SATIE: Piano Music - Volume II. La Belle excentrique; 
Sports et divertissements; Descriptions automatiques; 
Apergus d&sagreabies; others. Aldo Ciccolini, piano. S-36459 

SATIE: Piano Music — Volume III. Embryons desseches; 
Trois sarabandes; Preludes flasques; Reverie; Les 
Pantins dansent; Prelude en tapisserie; others. Aldo 
Ciccolini, piano. S-36485 
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